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In SGA: White nationalist posters and budget read
Rachael Poole | Opinions Editor | @rapoole17

T

his week’s Student Government
Association (SGA) meeting began
with a brief vote on and approval of the
new Auto Club constitution and a discussion on
the white supremacy posters that have sparked
debate around campus.
President Kevin Napier brought up the white
nationalist posters during his executive report,
stating that SGA does not support the posters
and that they are not Lankford Student Union
approved for posting.
Vice President for Student Affairs Dr. Tim
Pierson stated Longwood’s diligence to ensure
that all students feel safe is one of their absolute
beliefs and it’s difficult not to come out and
make certain statements.
Pierson also reminded everyone to say
something if they see something.
Longwood University Police Department
(LUPD) Chief of Police Col. Robert Beach said
that this is something the department has been
seeing for years and that LUPD is conducting
an “aggressive investigation”.
Beach said that even though no crime has been
committed, the people behind the posters are
trying to bully and intimidate other students,
prompting LUPD to want to find out who is
behind the fliers to have a conversation with
them.
According to Beach, when LUPD finds out
whoever is putting up the unwanted fliers, they
will let them know that those messages are not

welcome on Longwood’s campus.
Larissa Smith Fergeson, interim provost
and vice president for academic affairs, gave a
statement saying it’s important to understand
that the leadership at Longwood is aware and
concerned about this matter and Longwood
will continue to be inclusive.
The meeting then moved into the first reading
of the 2018-2019 budget, where Treasurer
Dustyn Hall gave a presentation on the money
that was allocated in the general budget.
Hall explained that there are five tiers to the
budget:
Tier One: Student/Campus Welfare
Tier Two: Academic/Scholastic
Tier Three: Club Sports
Tier Four: Greek Oversight
Tier Five: Special Interest Groups
The overall total for the general budget started
out as $695,502.76 until Vice President Tristan
Hobbs moved to allocate $3,000 and $1,000
for the Hispanic Latino Association and Sports
Club Council respectively.
After those allocations were approved, the
general budget came to a total of $699,502.76,
just short of $700,000.
Executive Senator for Senate Relations
Benjamin Brody presented a parking resolution
that states:
This resolution expresses the opinion of the
Student Body in regards to decreasing the cost

of parking tickets if paid in a timely matter. This
resolution calls for a discussion with the LUPD
and the Parking Citation Appeals Committee
in an effort to reduce the price of parking tickets
from $50 to $25 if paid within two university
business days.
Brody went on to say that the parking resolution
will not apply to people who park in a fire zone
or students without parking passes. Hall moved
to fast-track and approve the parking resolution
and the motion was approved.
Senator Kiersten Freedman and Executive
Senator for Committee Relations Joshua Darst
gave a presentation on a new potential add/drop
period extension policy.
Freedman said that extending the add/drop
period to ten days would help with student
retention and success. Freedman also said that
since the curriculum is changing, it’s better
to discuss this process now before the new
academic year starts.
During open forum, Fiscal Technician and
Administrative Assistant Trish McGregor
announced that blue books are now available for
free in the SGA office.
SGA also conducted the first reading of the
new constitution and bylaws.
The next SGA meeting will be April 10 at 3:50
p.m. in the Martinelli Board Room located in
the Maugans Alumni Center.

SEASON 2 EPISODE 5 NOW PLAYING
BUSINESS TAKEOVER

Available for download at:
https://soundcloud.com/user748895801/giving-day-bonusepisode-business-takeover

EPISODE 5 DESCRIPTION
In this episode of Day After Graduation we’re talking about Business Takeovers. Sometimes the two principals or
owners of a business don’t see eye-to-eye about the future. In other circumstances, a large corporate “Satan” might
buy out a smaller company and pursue big profits. Hear stories this week from Emily Baird ‘11 and Gabrielle Pedro
Fredrick ‘14.
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Student parking decals are required to be placed on the back windshield of cars and
have allegedly been reported stolen.
by Christine Rindfleisch | Editor-in-Cheif | @its_rINDfleisch and James Spence | Contributor

A

fter
conducting
an
small
investigation,
Longwood
University
Police Department (LUPD) has
concluded the missing parking
decals on students’ cars are due to
the fluctuation in temperature and
have fallen off, according to Chief of
Police Col. Bob Beach.
“Initially we had a lot of reports of
people thinking they were stolen but
what we would find is they would
report them stolen and then a couple
days someone would turn in one
that was found in the parking lot
or something like that and then we
started doing a little investigation
and found that in most cases they
were coming off,” said Beach.
With the constant change in
temperature from this year’s winter,
the adhesion weakens said Parking
Services Manager Laura Rice.
“Rain just hits your permit and rolls
off but with snow, snow just sits on
it and any corners that are sticking
up well the snow gets up under it, I
think it’s a fault with the adhesive,”
said Rice. “Not a crime just mother
nature showing that she’s boss”.
According to Rice, Printing
Services creates the decals and has
for the past four to five years.
“Hopefully we won’t have this
problem next year, (Printing
Services) they are experimenting for
new adhesive for next year’s decal,”
said Rice.
Beach said in some cases students
were unaware of the sticker peeling
and when they drove, it fell off.
“There’s some cases where people
are pretty dogmatic that they didn’t
notice it was loose so they are
assuming but they’re designed so be

pretty hard to steal because if you
try pull it off and try to steal it they
would tear and it would be pretty
obvious you couldnt use it again,”
said Beach.
According to Rice, last year’s decals
were inside of the rear window of
cars but “no one could see them” so
they had to change to the outside of
the window.
When checking decals, Beach said
if a student was trying to use a decal
that was once stolen it would draw
the attention of LUPD officers to
check.
Once then, the system LUPD uses
to check parking decals would notify
them the sticker number would be
registered to another person and
another car especially if they were
issuing a parking ticket.
Rice said if students have either
their receipt from purchasing the
decal or the decal itself, Parking
Services will replace the decal for
free. Without either of those, Rice
said students will pay a $10 for a new
one.
“We have been replacing them
as fast as we can but because of all
this I have run out of the residential
student ones so we have had to give
the cardboard hang tags in place
of the decal until I have new ones
printed, I have placed an order with
printing services,” said Rice.
Rice said Parking Services uses
stickers instead of hanging tags for
students due to cost while faculty
and staff have hanging tags. She
said if the trend of stickers falling off
with mild winters, Parking Services
may have to use hanging tags in the
future.

TheRotundaOnline.com
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XXL Freshman List has a lot of questions
by LeDaniel Jackson| A&E Staff | @xidjoker500

X

XL Freshman Lists are always
interesting, especially when the
freestyles and the cyphers start
coming out to show if the artist can really rap
or not.
Artists from Kendrick Lamar to
XXXtentacion have chosen to grace the cover
of the magazine in the past, but this year is a
little more confusing.
First, which artist will decline the offer to
grace the cover? People like Migos and Torey
Lanes declined to be on the cover in their
breakout years and are still popular artists to
this day.
One artist that comes to mind who could
decline the cover is Cardi B. She’s already
one of the hottest artists out now, doing
songs with Bruno Mars, Migos and G-Eazy.
So, declining the cover would not cost her
anything.
Second, which artist will be on the cover
that did not get voted in last time? The huge
upset last year was Famous Dex, who had
numerous hits like “Drip for My Walk” and
“Pick It Up” that year. However, he did not
get on the cover.
Tee Grizzly also fits in this category too. He
had songs such as “First Day Out” and “No

Effort.” Even athlete Lebron James showed
himself playing his songs in the gym, which
went viral.
Both artists had big years last year. Will it
be enough for them to make it this year, with
some of these new artists coming with good
songs as well?
One huge question is why Bhad Babie is
counted as a hot artist. She has two songs that
made the Billboard Top 100, but she has no
mixtapes or albums like the other artist that
are being considered. She also is one of the
youngest people to be considered for the cover.
How will the cyphers and freestyles be this
year? Some of these have little to no lyrical
substance at all. Maybe they have secret talents
or are the next Playboi Carti? Hopefully, that
is not true. Hopefully, the producer is as good
as the previous ones.
The last question is will there be anybody
who blows up after this cover? In previous
lists, there were artists that nobody had heard
of, like when Logic was on the list. Logic did
have a pretty good fan base however, but the
majority of people did not know who he was.
Logic then released his debut album and
the rest is history. Overall, this has to be the
weirdest group of artists to be considered for

the list. I just hope that this year’s list can be
comical at least.

She’s already
one of the
hottest artists
out now, doing
songs with Bruno
Mars, Migos,
and G-Eazy. So,
declining the
cover would not
cost her anything.
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PUFF, PUFF, ADDICT
THE NEW ACCESSORY BEING PASSED AROUND
by Taiya Jarrett | A&E Staff | @ohsoootay

G

enerating a buzz between young
adults and the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), Juul, the
latest phenomenon disguised in the form of an
e-cigarette, is causing more than a temporary
high: a lasting addiction.
While cigarette usage among young adults
has declined over the past decade, “Juuling”
has emerged and it has truly passed its peak.
In comparison to vaping, this sleek, portable
USB-like device is amongst other popular
substitutes that happen to sit in the category
of vaporizers. Despite the discreteness of
the product, it is surprisingly packed with
flavor infused nicotine and salt. Yet, contrary
to a USB, in this case no information is
being transported, instead tobacco is being
transmitted.
With the ability to be disposed and even
recharged via laptop while consisting of
various flavored pods from cool mint, crème
brulee and fruit medley to name a few, Juul, has
managed to gain a mass appeal from a certain
audience—perhaps the wrong audience.
While, the minimum age to purchase Juul
products is 21 years old, that is clearly not

preventing people under the age of 21 to
indulge in the tobacco filled product.
"Our mission is to get adult smokers to switch
away from cigarettes, the designers wanted to
make a product that wouldn't visually remind
people of cigarettes since they are trying
to quit, but still provide the same nicotine
delivery and sensory aspects of a cigarette."
Ashley Gould, JUUL's Chief Administrative
Officer said in a recent BuzzFeed interview.
However, the enticing appearance, various
flavors and convenient design, evidently
makes it appealing to young adults, not just
adults.
Avid user and freshman Claire Baugh said,
“I don’t think they’re as bad as cigarettes,
but there is nicotine in Juul pods and you
can adjust the nicotine level with vapes, so
addiction is definitely possible.”
However, does this type of approach justify
its presence in society as it may lessen the use
of smoking for some, yet heighten the use for
others?
As the intended audience was not the
products’ initial following, non-smokers
may be under the assumption that Juul’s is

harmless. Yet, that notion is invalid.
Juul Lab Inc. attests that the liquid within
the device, contains 5% nicotine, in which
corresponds to one pack of cigarettes or 200
puffs. Now considering that young adults
who remained non-smokers are becoming the
main consumers of the product, is disturbing.
In essence, this means individuals who’ve
never picked up a cigarette, instead using
an e-cigarette, are prone to become regular
smokers of cigarettes, due to their familiarity
with nicotine.
Last year the FDA announced a plan
that would place nicotine, and the issue of
addiction, at the forefront of their tobacco
regulation efforts. According to the FDA,
“This plan will serve as a multi-year roadmap
to better protect kids and significantly reduce
tobacco-related disease and death in the U.S.”
In addition, as of March 20 the FDA issued
an advance notice to rulemakers to fasten
the process of regulating flavors in tobacco
products.
Overall, although Juul and other alternative
e-cigarette products provide a temporary
high, is it worth another inhale?

COURTESY OF SPEEDY DISTRIBUTION
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THE REEL LIFE
Movie reviews by Jacob DiLandro | A&E Staff | @spongejay1

MARVELous - Part 1: Initiation

W

elcome to a four-part series
detailing the history of Marvel
Studios and the legendary Marvel
Cinematic Universe. From its extremely humble
beginnings to the earth shatteringly huge
“Avengers: Infinity War” to be released at the
end of April, it’s time to take a look at a studio
that can only be called Marvelous.
Marvel Studios, and even Marvel Comics,
were not always the media juggernauts they
currently are today. In fact, in the 90’s, Marvel
was facing bankruptcy. After a series of poor
business decisions involving expensive collector’s
editions and limited print runs, the company
was facing major financial troubles.
To offset these costs and to keep the business
afloat, Marvel began selling off film licenses to
some of its highest profile series: Men in Black,
Blade, Fantastic Four and X-Men to name a
few. They saw no point in making films of these
series anyway, and saw the opportunity as pure
cash to continue keeping the business above
water.
Despite these sales, in 1996 Marvel declared
bankruptcy and was restructured the next year
under the leadership of Avi Arad, a former
executive for Toy Biz, and the company began
focusing on developing screenplays for the
properties that had been sold off.
However, despite public reception of the films
ranging from exceptional (“Blade,” “X2”) to
downright awful (“Fantastic Four Rise of the
Silver Surfer”), Marvel barely made any money
from the films box offices. Famously, the studio
walked away from the “Blade” film series having
only pocketed $25,000 due to contracting a flat
rate deal as opposed to one that would fluctuate
based on box office receipts.
In the early 2000’s, Marvel served as a preproduction company; they would write scripts,
find directors and cast roles, essentially delivering
full packages to studios, who would then put up
the money to actually film the movies. However,
Marvel began wanting to expand into its own
full studio. Avi Arad left Marvel to form his
own production house, as

he believed that Marvel would never be able to
make it as its own studio.
It would undoubtedly be risky if just one film
failed, then that could potentially undercut
everything else. Not only that, but Sony and
Fox had refused to give up their Spider-Man
and X-Men rights, so two of Marvel’s biggest
franchises would be absent. But Kevin Feige and
his team went to work despite the pressure, and
put plans into motion to break ground on this
new universe with the first film: “Iron Man.”
Marvel attempted to get over thirty different
writers to work on the script for the film, whom
all passed due to the character’s obscurity
and the fact that it was just a Marvel project.
Eventually, Jon Favreau was hired, who aimed
for a more realistic, independent feel. He also
was responsible for one decision that would
come to define the Marvel Cinematic Universe:
casting Robert Downey Jr.
Favreau fought hard for RDJ. Marvel refused
to cast him, but Favreau would not take no for an
answer. He said, “The best and worst moments
of Robert’s life have been in the public eye.
He had to find an inner balance to overcome
obstacles that went far beyond his career. That’s
Tony Stark.”
Marvel eventually approved, despite Robert
being an extremely unsafe bet, and they only
really approved after Mel Gibson paid for
Robert’s set insurance out of his own pocket.
They had a star, they had a director and they had
a solid foundation to make a great film from.
Now all they had
to do was hope
people showed
up.
Production
began
in
M a r c h
of
2007
i
n
locations
around
California. It
was
notable
as many
of the cast
w e r e

Debuting at number
one, “Incredible Hulk”
made $55.4 million in the
U.S. during its opening
weekend, eventually
making $263.4 million
worldwide.
encouraged to improvise their dialogue, as the
script was incomplete at the time. Much of the
pre-production time was spent on planning
the overarching story of the film and its action
sequences, to avoid fatigue. On shooting the
film, Favreau stated, in an interview with
Starlog in 2008, that “I’m shocked that I (was)
on schedule. I thought that there were going to
be many curveballs.”
Jeff Bridges, who played Obadiah Stane, the
film’s villain, said in an interview with Variety
that it felt like a “$200 million student film.” He
said that he and RDJ would also switch their
lines to see how they felt. It was also RDJ’s idea
to have Tony’s welcome home press conference
sitting on the floor and he improvised the
film’s opening speech, arguably the film’s most
memorable moments.
“Iron Man” was released on May 2, 2008
to universal critical acclaim. Robert Downey
Jr. received near unanimous praise for his
performance, as did the film’s story, writing,
action and more human elements. It opened to
$98.6 million dollars at the U.S. Box Office,
giving it the eleventh highest opening weekend
of all time. It went on to gross $318.4 million
in the U.S. and $585.2 million total worldwide.
It also received award nominations, including
two Academy Awards for its effects, countless
Saturn awards, a Hugo award nomination for
“Best Dramatic Presentation” and was listed
as one of the best films of the year
by Roger Ebert and the

P H O T O C O U R T E S Y O F M A R V E L S T U D I O S , FA I R V I E W E N T E R TA I N M E N T,
WA LT D I S N E Y M O T I O N P I C T U R E S T U D I O S , A N D PA R A M O U N T P I C T U R E S .
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American Film Institute. Later, Empire
magazine would rank it number 406 on its list
of the top 500 movies of all time, as of 2018.
Shortly after “Iron Man’s” shooting wrapped
production, filming began on “The Incredible
Hulk,” a new interpretation of the character
starring Edward Norton. In an interview
with IGN on “Winter Soldier,” Fiege stated
“we didn’t want to tell the origin story again,
because we thought people were so
familiar with it, which is why we
didn’t tell that... One reason we
made Incredible Hulk was to get
Hulk into the [Marvel Cinematic
Universe] canon.”
2008’s “The Incredible Hulk”
was directed by Louis Leterrier, who
would later go on to direct the 2010
“Clash of the Titans” remake and “Now
You See Me.” It was written by Zak Penn,
who’d later go on to be vital in the writing
process of “The Avengers.” Contrary to the
production of “Iron Man,” “The Incredible
Hulk” would have many behind the scenes
clashes due to its script. Edward Norton
completed rewrites to many scenes, something
he was known for in Hollywood.
Zak Penn took ire with this in an interview
with Entertainment Weekly; “I wasn’t happy
with (Norton) coming to Comic-Con saying
that he wrote the script.” However, the
Writer’s Guild of America credited Penn as
the script’s sole writer, as he argued that while
Norton had made changes, they had not been
significant enough to deviate away from his
original vision.
Production issues continued behind the
scenes during the editing process. Editor Kyle
Cooper, who created the original Marvel logo,
found issues with flashback scenes during test
screenings. Studio executives also demanded
that the film be under two hours, while the
creators wanted a 135-minute cut.
Rumors began to circulate that Norton
“made it clear he won’t cooperate with
publicity plans if he’s not happy with
the final product,” per a New York
Times article. Norton remained
out of the spotlight for most of the
film’s pre-release, choosing instead
to do a few interviews, a skit on
Jimmy Kimmel Live and the premiere
in Japan.
“The Incredible Hulk” was released on
June 13, 2008. It received generally positive
reviews from critics, with praise given to the
action, portrayal of the character and visual
effects. Some found issues in a weaker story
and plot, especially compared to “Iron Man,”
which had released only a few months prior.
Debuting at number one, “Incredible Hulk”
made $55.4 million in the U.S. during its
opening weekend, eventually making $263.4
million worldwide. Now Marvel Studios had
two blockbuster films under its belt.
It also had the beginning of a media universe
thanks to cameos from Tony Stark in “The
Incredible Hulk” and Samuel L. Jackson’s
appearance as Nick Fury in “Iron Man.” The
next logical step would, of course, be a sequel!
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These streets are ours
My experience at the D.C.March for Our Lives
by Naajamah Jones | Contributor | @longwoodrotunda

Anna Queeny, Naajamah Jones and Karyn Keane with their signs at the March for Our Lives protest that took
place in Washington, D.C. on March 24.

CONTRIBUTED BY NAAJAMAH JONES

ust six weeks after the shooting at Our Lives t-shirts and people held their signs uplifting songs. It was a satisfying contrast
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School up high with pride.
to the various speeches that were serious,
in Parkland, FL, over 200,000 people
Despite just being a girl with a sign of an enraged or solemn.
The Parkland shooting was familiar to me
flooded Washington D.C. to speak out against inappropriate mnemonic for the NRA, I
thought how liberating and empowering it but as many of the Parkland survivors gave
gun violence on March 24.
Prior to the march, Parkland students was to be a part of something that can change their speeches and described the experience
of the shooting, I gained an even deeper
founded the Never Again MSD organization the world.
Down Pennsylvania Ave., there were posters respect for them. Listening to the survivors
that advocates for stricter gun law regulations
in response to the shooting that took place that said, “I survived, my daughter didn’t,” talk created an odd emotional mix of fury and
at their school. Emma González and David “I’m a teacher, not a sharpshooter,” and sorrow.
Dr. Martin Luther King’s 9-year-old
Hogg, survivors of the Parkland shooting, are “Please keep me safe.”
At 11:30 a.m., there wasn’t much marching, granddaughter, Yolanda King, also attended
prominent figures leading the organization.
Following the Parkland shooting, The but rather standing in place because the street and spoke. Her presence brought upon a
National Rifle Association (NRA) and was full. I began to think, “Well what happens realization of how a major flaw in U.S gun
laws can bring together a wide range of
President Donald Trump did not take any now if we aren’t marching anymore?”
Ironically, I was stuck beside the Trump generations.
direct action on the current gun law issues.
González spoke last and after listing the
Clearly, a message needed to be sent and International Hotel. Where was President
fortunately I was able to participate in the Trump hiding that day? Florida is the answer. names of everyone that was killed during the
The speeches and musical performances Parkland shooting, she stood in silence on
march along with my peers.
began around noon. Andra Day, Miley Cyrus, stage for six minutes and 20 seconds.
Hours before the march at 10 a.m.,
Jennifer Hudson and more all performed
The same amount of time it took the
the streets of D.C. were steady with
hopeful and
Parkland shooter to kill 17 innocent people.
people and crowds were formed in
Hundreds of thousands of people became
front of the White House. I didn’t
silent along with González. Thoughts ran
think about the amount of people
through my head while I watched her stare
that were planning on attending
blankly at the crowd.
but seeing an enormous crowd
Many of the speakers courageously called
overwhelmed me.
out President Trump, incompetent politicians
The crowd moved from the White
and the NRA on their wrongdoings on
House down Pennsylvania Ave. This
national television.
was my first march, so I assumed
The amount of young people that played
we’d be screaming at the top of lungs
a role in this march or spoke on stage
the entire time. In the beginning,
outlines how inspiring this generation
the march was rather like a nice
is. The initiative the students took to
brisk walk with friends.
organize this event to make their
At
the
beginning
of
voice heard shows the world that
Pennsylvania Ave., it was
millennials aren’t just voiceless
intriguing to witness the
uninvolved kids. Millennials are
bursting amounts of activity
A protestor holds up a sign during the March for Our Lives rally on
more fearless than ever since the
going on. News outlets did live
March 24. The march was held in response to the Parkland shooting
Never
Again movement started.
interviews, people sold March for
that occurred on Feb. 14.

J
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POOLE:
america is more
divided than ever
by Rachael Poole | Opinions Editor | @rapoole17

President Donald trump speaking during his campaign in 2016.

A

fter Donald Trump was elected
president, 77 percent of Americans felt
that the country became much more
divided, according to a Gallup poll published
on Nov. 21, 2016. The second-highest poll
percentage was 66 percent in response to the
2012 presidential election.
According to Gallup, over the past 20 plus
years the nation has been seen as more divided
than united, with the exception of two post9/11 surveys.
It’s rare for America to see so much division
along political party alignments. According to a
Pew Research Center poll from Oct. 2017, the
gaps on different political views have widened
since Trump became president.
The issues of the role of government,
immigration, diversity and the economy have
all been platforms on which Democrats and
Republicans can’t seem to agree on. Each party
has become increasingly hostile when it comes
to views of the opposing party.
When it comes to immigration, abortion, gay
rights and gun laws, Democrats tend to be more in
favor of progressive solutions. Pro-immigration,
pro-choice, pro-same-sex marriage, pro-gun
laws: you name it. Republicans tend to believe
the exact opposite, and the people in the middle
are often forgotten and neglected.
There’s a stigma surrounding far-left and
far-right people that makes them out to be
“snowflakes” and “deplorables”. We’ve reached
more party-polarization in the United States
in the past decade than ever before because
everything has run on the single dimension of
Republican vs. Democrat.
The division between both major parties has
increased 140 percent since 1994, according
to Pew. In 2004, Democrats and Republicans
shared more moderate ideas, with only 68
percent of Democrats leaning farther to the left
and 70 percent of Republicans leaning farther

COURTESY OF NC ONLINE NEWS

to the right.
areas to fuse social and economic liberalism
Today, those percentages have increased 42.6 together. Republicans have resonated more with
percent and 35.7 percent respectively, with 97 lower to middle class citizens in rural areas.
percent of Democrats identifying as more liberal
It’s interesting to see how divided the country
and 95 percent of Republicans identifying as has become over time, considering George
more conservative.
Washington himself never wanted partisanship
The divide doesn’t just stop at political to conquer politics or the country. During his
ideologies - 44 percent of Democrats and 45 presidency, political parties started to form and
percent of Republicans have extremely negative drew a line of bitterness and destructiveness.
views on the other party. In 1994, those
Washington believed that political parties
percentages were both less than 20 percent.
had the power to destroy the unity holding the
The history dates back to 1932 when the nation together, which was already fragile. He
Democratic party became dominant in US saw the dangers of sectionalism and feared that
politics over a generation for keeping a New Deal it would pit political factions against each other
coalition together, Northern urban progressives in a way that the country couldn’t handle.
including and Southern pro-segregationists.
His fears have grown to be true over the last
In 1964, the Democrats became the party of few decades, as every idea and belief is strictly
civil rights, acknowledging the one idea that associated with a political party. Of course,
was bottled up and unrecognized in order to America has changed since 1789 and will
preserve the alliance between the Democratic continue to change.
party’s support from both the North and South.
It should change to work toward unity, not
After this, the Republicans became better division.
aligned
with
the South especially
on
issues of race.
Soon enough,
conser vative
Republicans
r e p l a c e d
Democrats in
the House of
Representatives
and Senate.
By 2011, the
transition was
complete and
Democrats
moved
the
center of their
ideologies
to
more
urban Donald Trump at a rally during his presidential campaign.
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ROUNDUP
SOFTBALL
Wednesday, April 4
vs. Elon W 10-7

Friday, April 6
vs. Liberty L 2-3

MEN’S GOLF PREVAILS DESPITE
TOUGH CONDITIONS

vs. Liberty W 6-2

Sunday, April 8
vs. Liberty W 3-2

Tuesday, April 10

by Kurt Martin | Sports Staff | @IamKurt14

@ North Carolina 6 p.m.
Brandon Weaver tees off with his driver in The Manor Invitational

I

n the sport of golf, when heavy winds
become an obstacle, determining the
direction, speed, and overall intensity of
the gusts are of major importance. When the
Longwood men’s golf team faced this obstacle
at the Manor Invitational this past weekend,
they rose to the occasion.
The Lancers swept the tournament at their
home course, the Manor Golf Club, earning
wins both as a team and individually, as
sophomore Brandon Weaver earned medalist
honors after beating seniors Dylan MacQueen
and Jackson Bishop from Western Carolina
University in a two-hole playoff.
Weaver was named the Big South Golfer of
the week following his performance over the
weekend.
For a total team score, the Lancers shot 29
over par to best second-place Delaware by three
strokes, scoring 32 over par.
This weekend’s victory was the first for Men’s
golf as a team in the 2017-18 campaign.
“It’s good to see a reward for the hard work
that you put in. It’s good to win at home, we
should play well at home since we play there
a lot, so we should have an advantage,” said
head coach Kevin Fillman. “We should feel
comfortable, but at the same time, there is
more pressure on yourself to play well.”
For Weaver, he was able to score two over par
in regulation play, but it wasn’t enough to settle
the individual race as the tournament went
into a two-hole playoff taking place on holes
one and nine.
On the first playoff hole, Weaver was able to
two-putt from 35 feet and save a par, then save
himself with an excellent bunker shot on the
ninth hole to seal the victory.
“It felt pretty good, it’s like a confidence
boost, and it is also reassurance that I can play
under pressure and compete with people like
that is a pretty good feeling,” Weaver said.

COURTESY OF TODD LINDENMUTH

He continued, “I thought my ball striking was
probably the best, it’s the best as it’s probably
been all semester, and my contact is really
good, and I was able to flight shots whichever
way I wanted, high or low.”
Coach Fillman praised Weaver for his
performance over the weekend, saying he needs
to trust his abilities more than he does.
“Brandon is really good, and I hope that
Brandon starts to realize how good he really is
because he can be his own worst enemy and if he
starts to realize how good he is then this could
be something really special,” said Fillman.
The Lancers also had another top ten
individual, junior Jordan Boulton who shot 10
over par.
“The first two rounds were pretty good. I was
surprised how in the first round until the 15th
hole, and made a stupid error in judgment for
a four putt, bogeyed 17, just missed the green
in the wrong spot there,” Boulton said. “But
overall, I thought I played pretty well.”
The team will be back in action at the Wofford
Coca-Cola Invitational next week on April
9-10 at the Country Club of Spartanburg in
Spartanburg, S.C.

BASEBALL
Friday, April 6
vs. Radford L 18-4

Sunday, April 8
vs. Radford W 4-3
vs. Radford L 4-5

Tuesday, April 10
@ VMI 6 p.m.

MEN’S TENNIS
Saturday, April 7
vs. Belmont Abbey Cancelled

Sunday, April 8
vs. Norfolk State W 6-1

Monday, April 16
vs. TBD

WOMEN’S TENNIS
Saturday, April 7
vs. Gardner-Webb Postponed

Sunday, April 8
vs. Norfolk State W 5-2

Thursday, April 12
Men’s Golf celebrates after their victory by three
strokes.

vs. James Madison 3 p.m.
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NEW MEMBERS CROSS OVER
JACOB PUTERKO | THE ROTUNDA

The girls of Spring 2017 stand together and smile as the new members thank them for what they have done for Delta Sigma Theta Inc.

During the presentation/ dance routine the girls formed a pyramid, and Tara
shaped the greek symbol for Delta with her hands.

Jada Clark (far left), Alauna Jackson (2nd left), Tara Tate (middle), VP Karmarin
Bradley (holding staff), and President Justice Griffin all stand together proud now
being able to call one another sisters.

Tara Tate gets unmasked and states her name and major and why she is the
proudest new member.

LIMITED TIME ONLY
INTRODUCING YOUR NEW FAVORITE NUMBERS:

7... 8... 9...
$7.00 LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA
$8.00 LARGE 2 TOPPING PIZZA
$9.00 LARGE 3 TOPPING PIZZA
Carry-Out, Delivery, & Dine In
237 Sunchase Blvd
434.391.1000
Taste the World... Gourmet & Traditional

